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On the 5th of Friday in 2021, I got the opportunity to meet with another mechanical
engineer over zoom. Mr. Eric Phillips is an engineer who works for the company Dana
Incorporated. This was an exciting meeting for I got to hear many different stories from
throughout his career, but also I got the chance to learn more about what he does in his job.

Mr. Eric is a mechanical engineer but has moved his way up in positions. At first, his job
at Dana Inc was being an engineer, but then he moved up from being a production supervisor to
becoming a plant manager. Dana Inc. is an automobile company that works on making axles for
SUVs or trucks. Furthermore, it was astonishing to see how he could do anything he put his mind
to. Furthermore, regarding his job duties as a plant manager, he is in charge of three plants. In a
way, he is more of a director rather than a manager. His job is to make sure everything is going
smoothly and communicates with the plant supervisors to make sure that they are following their
plans and are staying on top of what needs to be done. Mr. Eric works with a variety of people,
not all of them are engineers. Some of the people he discussed that he works with are in human
resources, financial, health safety, logistics, engineering, operations, legal, and quality.

After learning more about his responsibilities I also discussed what challenges he may
endure as well as the factors that he enjoys. As a plant manager it may seem that he may not
have that many tasks since he is “managing”, but he has many tasks to complete. For instance,
nowadays the prices for cars are set so rather than making the car then putting a price they have
to do the reverse. They must see the competitors’ car prices as well as the price people are
willing to pay for a car and then make the car fit within the budget. This means that they have a
lot of limitations that they must work underneath to produce a product that will be used.
Additionally, Some of the other challenges he faces are dealing with people. Sometimes people
do not want to complete their tasks so he has to keep managing them so which can be inefficient.
Overall though, he does enjoy his job. What he does have fun with are the challenges. After
talking to many different people who are in the engineering field this has been a consistent
answer between them. I also love challenges so this may be afield I may want to pursue in the
future.



In conclusion, this was a great interview. He gave me a lot of information regarding his
career as well as some amazing advice and amazing stories. This year in ISM he is going to be
my mentor, so I hope to learn even more about engineering because it will help me figure out if I
want to go into mechanical engineering.


